
Flat Collective Meeting Minutes
March 7th 2012

Present: Alissa, Zinta, Paras, Harold, Victoria, Krzysztof, Mike, Rea

Agenda
Keylist
Budget
Follow-Up from Last Meeting
Anti-O Training
Rags
Monthly Taskerades
Spring Rush
Wheelchair Access
Norco

Key List - got up dated

Budget - summarized by victoria
    - compared to last year we are behind in sales, but spring is usually the busiest
    - we have 875 expected in donations, which we don't forsee on making
    - the 1,500 we got in donations was a travel grant (ambassador's grant) we received form SSMU to 
go to bike!bike! in toronto
    - we have surplus in projected spending on materials & supplies, food & beverages, postage, 
photocopy, office supplies, books, training, conferences & travel, tools, and contract services.
    - we have over spent on printing, possibly because photocopy spending was specified as printing.
    - SSMU offered to cover a 2000 deficit

- general aim should be to be financially self sufficient
- financial year ends may 1st
- victoria and krzysztof (and possibly joseph) will meet with shiane (VP finance).
- need to find out by when we have to submit a budget for the following year.
- need to figure out what we should purchase with the surpluses in the budget

Follow Up from Last Meeting:
    - work regular maintenance into the schedule: take out recycling, take out metal, sweep
    - rubber pick up
    - bikcurious pick up
    - subcommittees
    - volunteer orientation

Subcommittees - proposal by krzysztof
    - since we only meet once a month
    - more people than me&allisa for orders, just rea for volunteers, 
    - maybe callout new/old volunteers
    - try to have at least one subcommittee member at each meeting
    - ask them to volunteer on particular sifts
    - possible subcommittees
            - ordering



            - volunteers
            - sustainability (rubber, rags,)
            - finances
            - emails, wiki, newsletter
 - everyone seemed favorable to idea of subcommittees
 - probably don't need so many 

Rags - rag situation is dire
    - having a rag service like a bike/auto shops is a good idea
    - would deliver, pick up, and clean rags
    - if such a service is an environmentally sound solution, maybe its a good use of funds
    - mike p will look into it

Scheduling - not many people sign up in advance, however a lot of people show up to volunteer 
unanounced
        - possibly could restructure shifts so they are more fluid
        - easier for people with classes during part of a shift
        - possibly partial shifts, or 2 shifts per volunteer day
        - its hard to commit to dates at beginning of the month. cuz its so hard to fill your slot afterwards 
if you can't make it.
        - maybe less pressure on people having to fill shifts they miss
        - maybe just email 72h/48h/24h in advance to volunteer coordinator if you can't make it
        - if volunteer coordinator sees that a shift is thinning out, they will make a last minute call out.
    - post schedule on cork board in shop
    - incorporate buddy system for new volunteers
        - people can indicate when signing up for shifts if they are comfortable being shadowed

Volunteer Orientation
    - only 4 people signed up, and only 2 people showed up
    - harold and mike p will organize the next volunteer orientation
    - will do anti oppression training the following week

Monthly Taskerade - proposal by krzysztof
    - with people signing up for the taskerade like its a shift 
    - 5-6 volunteers, 1 keyperson, 1 experienced volunteer
    - encourage new volunteers to attend at least one taskerade
        - get to know the flat, good habits of maintaining the flat
    - schedule it to be co-ordinated with bikcurious pickup
    - have sheet of typical taskerade tasks
        - do inventory of bike posts, spokes, tubes, bb, brake pads
        - pick through and throw out useless parts
        - update pricing list
        - pick up bikcuiours order
        - unpack babac order
        - clean up downstairs, strip bikes, sort and call owners of project bikes
        
- more taskerade tasks can be found on wiki
- we can hold it every second wednesday of the month
- harold will take care of this month, rea will work it into the schedule call out for following months



Norco - Right to Move offered to put in some orders for us since we can't get an account with norco
    - norco catalog is mostly aimed at high end or mountain bike stuff
    - but there's some useful things, as well as better quality stuff
 - things requested during meeting
    - more thrid hand tools
    - chainring bolt tool
    - crown race remover tool
    - better lights
    - cone wrenchs
    - topeak pumps with repair kit

Spring is Here
    - we will soon have a rush in the shop
    - need to start planning/preparing for it
    - no more bikes in the shop
    - maybe reintroduce door person and sign in to keep things organized

Milk Crates - mike p will commender some from work

Wheel Chair Accessibility - so people can fix flats, wheelchairs during off hours
    - possible solutions:
    - give Office for Students with Disabilities a key once we get extras
    - put them on the list at ssmu
    - provide them with a pump and patchkit and tools for the disabled office.

Ladies Night at Right to Move - March 31st
    - RTM will be re-instituting a women & trans day on saturdays
    - will have party at RTM on the first official day to promote it on March 31st


